In this paper, we introduce a scale-independent energy-momentum squared gravity (EMSG) that allows different gravitational couplings for different types of sources, which may lead to scenarios with many interesting applications/implications in cosmology. In the present study, to begin with, we study a modification of the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model, where photons and baryons couple to the spacetime as in general relativity, while the cold dark matter and relativistic relics (neutrinos and any other relativistic relics) couple to the spacetime in accordance with EMSG. This scenario induces pseudo nonminimal interactions on these components, leading to modification at both the background and perturbative levels. A consequence of this scenario is that the dimensionless free parameter of the theory may induce direct changes on the effective number of the relativistic species, without the need to introduce new extra species. In order to quantify the observational consequences of the cosmological scenario, we use the cosmic microwave background Planck data (temperature, polarization, and lensing power spectrum) and baryonic acoustic oscillations data. We find that the free model parameter is too small to induce statistically significant corrections on the ΛCDM model due to EMSG. We deduce that the model presented here is quite rich with promising cosmological applications/implications that deserve further investigations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Being simple and in reasonably good agreement with the currently available high-precision data [1] [2] [3] , the minimal Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model is, so far, the most successful cosmological model describing the dynamics as well as the large-scale structure of the observable Universe. However, it suffers from theoretical inconsistencies relevant to the cosmological constant [4] [5] [6] , and tensions between the observational constraints obtained from different data sets: e.g., data from some local observations do not agree with the predictions of the minimal ΛCDM model [2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Moreover, the observations suggesting small deviations from ΛCDM require profound modifications in fundamental theories. We do not have a promising and concrete fundamental theory giving rise to dark energy (DE) models (see Refs. [13, 14] for a review) more general than the cosmological constant Λ that would account for these small deviations. The situation does not seem to improve in the broad avenue followed by many cosmological studies introducing modifications to general theory of relativity (GR) by generalizing the gravitational Lagrangian away from the linear function of scalar curvature R (see Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] for a review). Alternatively, we can look for the small deviations from the ΛCDM model by keeping Λ to account for the accelerated expansion as it is but introducing modifications * akarsuo@itu.edu.tr † nihan.katirci@itu.edu.tr ‡ suresh.kumar@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in § rafadcnunes@gmail.com ¶ samijamia@gmail.com relevant to the dark sector, viz., cold dark matter (CDM) and relativistic relics (neutrinos and any other relativistic relics), of the model by (i) manipulating physical properties of dark sector sources, (ii) introducing extra species in the dark (hidden) sector that may not easily be distinguished from the usual ones, and (iii) introducing a modified gravity theory that manipulates the gravitational coupling of the dark sector sources only. The latter approach that we follow in this paper, to our knowledge, is not common in the literature as much as the former two, since presumably it implies violation of the equivalence principle (EP) underlying the Einstein's general theory of relativity (for studies considering such an approach, see, for instance, Refs. [20] [21] [22] ).
The dark sector of our Universe may be more featured than the conventional picture of weakly interacting CDM particles and neutrinos. For instance, the possibility of nonminimal interactions of dark matter have been intensely investigated in the literature from different motivations and perspectives, e.g., dark matter interaction with DE [23] [24] [25] , neutrinos [26, 27] , baryons [28] [29] [30] , photons [31, 32] and dark radiation [33, 34] . In this paper, we follow a novel approach assuming that CDM and relativistic relics (neutrinos and any other relativistic relics) are interacting only gravitationally and have the conventional intrinsic properties, namely, have the equations of state as usual as p = 0 and p/ρ = 1/3, respectively, but couple to the spacetime in accordance with a modified gravity, namely, the scale-independent energy-momentum squared gravity, which allows different gravitational couplings for the different species of the sources, and thereby induces a pseudo nonminimal interaction of each species culminating in modifications at the background and perturbative levels.
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Gravity theories violating EP can naturally result from generalizing the form of the matter Lagrangian, L m , in a nonlinear way, for instance, to some analytic function of the scalar T 2 = T µν T µν formed from the energy-momentum tensor (EMT), T µν , of the material stresses [35] , rather than generalizing the gravitational Lagrangian away from the linear function of scalar curvature, R. Such generalizations of GR include new types of contributions of the material stress to the right-hand side of the Einstein's field equations, without invoking some new types of sources (for other similar types of theories, see, e.g. Refs. [36, 37] ). One may look for a modification on the left-hand side of the Einstein's field equations corresponding to these new types of contributions of the material stress, but this might not be trivial or even possible 1 (see Refs. [38] [39] [40] for some further relevant discussions), and thereby such types of modified gravity theories are promising in constructing novel cosmological models. A particular example of this type of generalizations in the form f (T 2 ) = αT 2 , dubbed as "energy-momentum squared gravity" (EMSG), is studied in Refs. [39, 41, 42] , and a more general one, in the form
η , dubbed as energy-momentum powered gravity (EMPG) is studied in Refs. [38, 40] . The higherorder matter terms in EMSG here are reminiscent of the terms (corrections) that arise naturally in loop quantum gravity [43, 44] , and those in the brane world models [45] . In the EMPG model, (T 2 ) η modification becomes effective at high energy densities (e.g., in the early Universe [39, 40] , namely, the initial singularity can be replaced with an initial bounce, and domination of spatial anisotropy about the initial singularity can be avoided) for the cases η > 1/2 and at low energy densities (e.g., in the dynamics of the late Universe, namely, the case η = 0 leads to the ΛCDM-type model, and η ∼ 0 leads to a wCDM-type model, though the Universe is sourced by pressureless matter only) for the cases η < 1/2. See Refs. [38] for more details.
In this paper, we propose a modified theory of gravitation constructed by the addition of the term f (T µν T µν , L m ) to the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) action with a cosmological constant and investigate a particular case, 1 It is well known that modifications to the matter sector of a gravity theory can sometimes be recast as a modification to its gravitational sector, though, even if it could be done, namely, these two gravity theories would lead mathematically to the same equations of motion, this would not imply that these two gravity theories are physically equivalent. The investigation of EMSG in this regard seems nontrivial, in particular, due to the violation of the EP as well as of the local energy conservation, which actually underly the features of the scale-independent EMSG that we consider in this work. 
It is particular in the sense that the contributions to Einstein's field equations due to EMSG come with the same power as the usual terms from the EH part of the action. So, the EMSG modification would affect the field equations independent of the energy density scale considered, and thereby, this case may be dubbed as a scale-independent EMSG. This theory is at once able to provide many features that researchers have been considering separately: (i) Sources with different equations of state couple to the spacetime differently 2 .
(ii) Because the modification in the Lagrangian is done by an analytical function of the EMT, it is possible to define different coupling constants for the EMTs of different sources 3 . For instance, as we shall do in what follows, we can set the coupling constants to null for the conventional sources such as the baryons and photons so that these couple to spacetime exactly as in the GR, while we can set a nonzero coupling constant for the sources such as the CDM and relativistic relics (neutrinos) so that these sources couple to the spacetime in accordance with the scale-independent EMSG theory.
(iii) Even if we assume that the CDM with p = 0 and relativistic relics (neutrinos) with p/ρ = 1/3 are minimally interacting, the violation of the local conservation of the EMTs, as a feature of this theory, the continuity equations come with extra terms like nonminimal interaction terms (which may be dubbed as pseudo nonminimal interaction) that lead to new redshift dependencies of the energy densities of these sources to deviate from a −3 for CDM and a −4 for relativistic relics. Modified redshift dependencies of these sources, which are observationally well motivated and investigated, have been mostly obtained from the non-minimal interaction between dark matter and relativistic relics (see Refs. [53, 54] and references therein). (iv) Another direct consequence of this scenario is that the dimensionless free parameter of the theory α may induce changes on N eff 4 , which are not due 2 It is possible to see such features in modified gravity theories including new type of contributions of the material stress to the right-hand side of the Einstein's field equations like in EMSG (e.g., [36, 37, 46] ), as well as in scalar-tensor theories of gravity, e.g., in Brans-Dicke theory in the Einstein frame since different stresses have different traces in Tmφ coupling (see Refs. [20] for details.). 3 The first example considering such a feature could be seen in [47] (motivated by Ref. [48] based on string theory) where it is done by constructing a generalized Brans-Dicke theory in which the scalar field couples with different strengths to baryons and to CDM (see, e.g., Refs. [49, 50] following the similar idea and Refs. [51, 52] summarizing the history of the idea). We also would like to note here that f (R, Lm), f (R, T ), f (T , T ) theories [36, 37, 46] also include new type of contributions of the material stress to the right-hand side of the Einstein's field equations as in EMSG and hence would provide this interesting feature naturally. 4 N eff quantifies the effective number of species, which via theoretical calculations is well determined within the framework of the standard model, N eff = 3.046. The evidence of any positive deviation from this value can be signaling that the radiation content of the Universe is not only due to photons and neutrinos, to some extra relativistic species but only as a direct consequence of the pseudo nonminimal interactions of CDM and relativistic relics present in the standard model. In order to quantify the observational consequences of the cosmological scenario developed in this study, we use the cosmic microwave background (CMB) Planck data (temperature, polarization, and lensing power spectrum) and baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) data. We find that the induced corrections on CDM and relativistic species via the pseudo nonminimal interactions are minimal with α ∼ 10 −7 , and consequently the deviations from the minimal ΛCDM model are not observed with statistical significance. We find that the model presented here is quite rich with promising cosmological applications/implications that deserve further investigation.
II. SCALE-INDEPENDENT ENERGY-MOMENTUM SQUARED GRAVITY
We consider a modification of the form f (T µν T µν , L m ) in the EH action with a cosmological constant Λ which can be written as
(1) where R is scalar curvature, g is the determinant of the metric, and L m is the Lagrangian density corresponding to the matter source that will be described by the EMT, T µν . Here, the cosmological constant Λ is considered as a bare cosmological constant in accordance with the Lovelock's theorem 5 , stating that Λ arises as a constant of nature like Newton's gravitational constant G = κ 8π . We vary the action (1) with respect to the inverse metric as
and, as usual, define the EMT as
but also to some extra relativistic relics, the so-called dark radiation and parametrized by ∆N eff = N eff − 3.046. See Ref. [55] for recent observational constraints and Ref. [56] for review. 5 Lovelock's theorem [57, 58] states that the only possible secondorder Euler-Lagrange expression obtainable in a four-dimensional space from a scalar density of the form L = L(gµν ) is Eµν = √ −g (λ 1 Gµν + λ 2 gµν ), where λ 1 and λ 2 are constants, leading to Newton's gravitational constant G and cosmological constant Λ in Einstein's field equations Gµν + Λgµν = κTµν (see Refs. [15, 59, 60] for further reading).
which depends only on the metric tensor components and not on its derivatives. We proceed with a particular form of the model,
where i stands for the ith fluid. Note that the summation over index i avoids the cross-terms involving product of energy densities when there are at least two sources. In what follows, this ensures the scale independence of the EMSG in the sense that the energy density terms arising due to EMSG combine with the energy density terms arising from GR without changing their scales or powers.
The action now reads
where α i (i = 1, 2, .., n) are constants that would take part in determining the coupling strength of the EMSG modifications to gravity and n is the number of different fluids under consideration. We note that the monofluid case of this model for general η has been recently studied in Refs. [38, 40] . In this work, we study the gravity model under consideration in the context of multifluid cosmology. From the action given in (5), we reach the following modified Einstein's field equations,
Rg µν is the Einstein tensor and the new tensor is defined as
Taking the covariant derivative of (6) and raising an index with the metric, we obtain the local conservation of EMT as follows:
6 The EMT given in (3) does not include the second variation of Lm; hence, the last term of (7) is null. As it is well known that the definition of matter Lagrangian giving the perfect fluid EMT is not unique, one could choose either Lm = p or Lm = −ρ, which provides the same EMT (see Refs. [61, 62] for a detailed discussion). In the present study, we consider Lm = p.
Note that the local/covariant energy-momentum conservation ∇ µ T µν(i) = 0 is not satisfied for α i = 0 in general.
III. COSMOLOGY
We consider the spatially maximally symmetric spacetime metric, i.e., the Robertson-Walker (RW) metric, with flat spacelike sections given as
where the scale factor a = a(t) is a function of cosmic time t only, and the perfect fluid forms of the EMTs are given by
where ρ i and p i are, respectively, the energy density and the pressure of the ith fluid and u µ is the four-velocity of the medium satisfying the conditions u µ u µ = −1 and ∇ ν u µ u µ = 0. Using (10) and a barotropic equation of state (EoS) w i = pi ρi = const., we find Ξ µν(i) given in (7) and the self-contraction of the EMT as
respectively. The local energy conservation equation (8) reads
where H =ȧ a is the Hubble parameter. We consider that the Universe is filled with four different types of sources: CDM, baryons, photons, and neutrinos plus any possible relativistic relics, with energy densities ρ cdm , ρ b , ρ γ , and ρ ν , respectively. We assume baryons and CDM with EoS w b = w cdm = 0 and photons and neutrinos plus any possible relativistic relics with EoS w γ = w ν = 1 3
and accordingly calculate the relevant tensors given in (11) and (12) . Note that we break the EP for CDM particles and neutrinos plus any possible relativistic relics such that we assume that standard fluids, i.e., photons (γ) and baryons (b), couple to gravity in the same way as in the standard GR; i.e., for these fluids, the corresponding EMSG modification is considered to be null by choosing α γ = α b = 0, while the neutrinos plus any possible relativistic relics and CDM particles couple to the spacetime in accordance with the EMSG modification with α ν = 0 = α cdm . In view of Occam's razor, we choose α ν = α cdm = α to reduce the number of free parameters in the model 7 . Besides, note that, even for the choice α ν = α cdm = α, the gravitational coupling in the dark sector is species dependent because of the different values of EoS parameters of CDM and relativistic relics.
Regarding the violation of the EP in our model, in fact it is not uncommon in fundamental physics; for instance, it is intimately connected with some of the basic aspects of the unification of gravity with particle physics such as string theories (see Ref. [63] and references therein). Moreover, for the dark sector, it has been recently studied that the validity of EP is questionable and may be violated [21] .
Note that we do not count Λ among the sources since in this study we consider Λ as a bare cosmological constant rather than the conventional vacuum energy described by the EoS parameter equal to minus unity; i.e., we assume that conventional vacuum energy is null 8 . Although we know of no special symmetry that could enforce a vanishing vacuum energy while remaining consistent with the known laws of physics. It is usually thought to be easier to imagine an unknown mechanism that would set vacuum energy precisely to zero than one that would suppress it by just the right amount ρ
−120 to yield an observationally accessible vacuum energy (see Refs. [4, 6] and references therein).
Using the relevant tensors in the field equations (6) in the RW metric given in (9), we obtain the expansion rate of the Universe given by the Hubble parameter,
and the pressure equation,
We find from (13) that the joint continuity equation for the CDM and relativistic relics iṡ
7 If one allows αν and α cdm to be two separate coupling parameters, we expect a statistical degeneracy among them, as the current data are not capable of breaking the degeneracy among the two different phenomenological parameters with the same physical nature (in our case, the coupling parameters αν and α cdm ). Thus, it is reasonable to maintain the same coupling parameter for the CDM particles and neutrinos plus any possible relativistic relics. 8 If we consider conventional vacuum energy with pvac = −ρvac, it would contribute to the right-hand side of (14) and (15) as κ(1 − 2α)ρvac and −κ(1 − 2α)ρvac, respectively.
while it is as usual for the standard fluids giving rise to ρ b ∝ a −3 and ρ γ ∝ a −4 for baryons and photons, respectively. To close the system, it is reasonable to assume that these two fluids are minimally interacting (i.e., interacting only gravitationally), which would lead to the separation of (16) into two pieces as follows:
It is noteworthy that although we assume that these two sources are minimally interacting, each continuity equation comes with an extra term on the right-hand side that appears like a nonminimal interaction term, which may be interpreted as "pseudo nonminimal interaction" of each source. These terms appear from nonconservation of EMTs, and it is not necessary for them to cancel each other in contrast to a general relativistic model considered with two nonminimally interacting sources. Finally, solving the continuity equations (17) and (18), we reach the following background evolution equations for CDM and relativistic relics sources,
where z = −1 + 1/a is the redshift. We note that EMSG corrections controlled by the constant α modify the redshift dependence of energy densities like in the nonminimally interacting models in GR; namely, the power of the redshift dependencies are modified by α.
IV. SCALAR PERTURBATIONS A. General equations
In this section, we derive the general form of the equations which describe small cosmological perturbations within the context of the scale-independent EMSG theory. In conformal Newtonian (longitudinal) gauge, the line element has the form
where η is the conformal time and ψ(η) and φ(η) are metric potentials, in the longitudinal gauge, which coincide with the Bardeen potentials. A perturbation in the metric must be matched with a perturbation in the EMT (the matter or energy that occupies that space), and hence perturbations on energy densities and pressures are given as
where δ i = δρi ρi and the speed of sound is c 2 s,i = δpi δρi . The total four-velocity can be written as a perturbation to this nonperturbed velocity u µ = a −1 δ µ 0 +δu µ , which must satisfy the four-velocity identity, u µ u µ = −1, which puts a constraint on the perturbed components. The total four-velocity reads u 0 = a −1 (1 − ψ) and u i = δu i . Substituting (22) and total four-velocity, given just above, into (10) with the barotropic EoS w i = pi ρi , and collecting the terms up to the first-order perturbations, we obtain
respectively. In a similar way, the new tensor Ξ given in (11) becomes
(24) Substituting all the perturbed quantities (up to the first order) calculated above into (8) and considering ν = 0, we obtain the background continuity equation given in (13) from the zeroth-order terms, while the first-order terms yield the perturbed part of the continuity equation as 
B. CDM and relativistic relics perturbations
We now write the perturbation equations derived above for the cosmological model with α γ = α b = 0 and α ν = α cdm = α, described in Sec. III. For relativistic relics (i = ν), we have w ν = c 2 s,ν = 1/3. Therefore, Eqs. (25) and (26) reduce to
respectively. For CDM (i = cdm), we have w cdm = c 2 s,cdm = 0. Therefore, the first-order continuity and Euler equations for CDM from (25) and (26) read as
(
respectively. The Boltzmann hierarchy for the relativistic relics follows the standard procedures as described in Ref. [64] (see also Ref. [65] ).
V. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS A. Model parameters, data sets and methodology
In what follows, we consider that the relativistic relics are the three species of neutrinos (two massless and one massive) predicted by the standard model, as assumed by the Planck team [3] . Also, we assume a normal mass hierarchy and fix the mass scale to 0.06 eV. The effective number of species can be parametrized, when the neutrinos are relativistic, by
From (20), we can see that α corrections on ρ ν will naturally induce changes on N eff , depending on the redshift as well. As we expect corrections like α ≪ 1 in this study, possible new dependencies at high redshifts are minimal. Also due to instability at early times, we eliminate the dependencies of N eff in z in our implementation and evaluate the effective number of (free-streaming) relativistic species at present time. Note that changes in N eff can also take place due to some other phenomenon like leptonic asymmetry (see Refs. [66, 67] and [55] for recent observational results), the low-reheating scenario [68, 69] , and nonstandard interactions between neutrinos and electrons [70] . Thus, the cosmological scenario proposed here can also induce changes on N eff that are not due to some new extra species (dark radiation) but due to the nonstandard dynamics of the relativistic species induced by the scale-independent EMSG. So, we choose N eff as a free parameter in our analyses. Therefore, in addition to the baseline present in the ΛCDM model, the cosmological scenario proposed here has α and N eff as additional free parameters. Finally, the base parameter set for our model is
where the first six parameters are the base parameters of the minimal ΛCDM model [71] . In order to constrain the free parameters of the model, we use the CMB data from Planck 2015 with the likelihoods at multipoles l ≥ 30 using TT, TE, and EE power spectra and the low-multipole polarization likelihood at l ≤ 29 in addition to the Planck 2015 CMB lensing power spectrum likelihood [3] . We also use the BAO measurements from (i) the Six Degree Field Galaxy Survey [72] , (ii) the Main Galaxy Sample of Data Release 7 of Sloan Digital Sky Survey [73] , (iii) the LOWZ and CMASS galaxy samples of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) [74] , and (iv) the distribution of the LymanForest in the BOSS [75] . These BAO data points are summarized in Table I of Ref. [76] .
We have modified the publicly available CLASS [65] code for the model under consideration, and interfaced it with the MONTE PHYTON [77] code using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with uniform priors on the model parameters. Then, the correlated Markov Chain Monte Carlo samples are obtained by considering two combinations of data sets: CMB and CMB + BAO, where the convergence of the Monte Carlo Markov Chains for all the model parameters is ensured according to the Gelman-Rubin criteria [78] . The output samples are analyzed by using the GETDIST PYTHON package [79] . Table I summarizes the observational constraints on the free parameters of the model. Figure 1 shows the parametric space in the plane α − N eff at 68% and 95% C.L. We note that negative α values tend to decrease the values of N eff . Corrections that decrease the N eff values are also predicted by the low-reheating scenario [68, 69] . It is important to mention that the three species of neutrinos fix N eff = 3.046, and deviations from this value may be due to the pseudo nonminimal interactions of CDM and relativistic relics. Obviously, in general, deviation of N eff may be due to both the contributions, that is, some dark radiation (extra relativistic relics) and α corrections (or pseudo nonminimal interactions in CDM and relativistic relics). Denoting these two contributions, Thus, it is reasonable to expect both types of contributions to ∆N eff in our model. To quantify the decomposition of ∆N eff , it is necessary to specify a prior dark radiation model and then to directly analyze the possible contributions to ∆N α eff . But, without lost of generality, we may also think that any deviation in N eff from its default value can be only due to the pseudo nonminimal interactions of CDM and relativistic relics, and not due to any new species. Figure 2 shows the parametric space in the plane w cdm − H 0 at 68% and 95% C.L. The CDM density is modified at both levels (background and perturbative), but we can note that these corrections are minimal, and the constraints on CDM density do not present significant deviations. The case for H 0 is similar. Thus, both parameters have similar constraints as those foreseen for Significant values of α can increase (or decrease) the N eff constraints. If α increases N eff , the Universe expands faster during the radiation dominated era, and it causes the Universe to be younger at any given redshift. Also, the comoving sound horizon at recombination will be smaller. But, here, we expect minimal corrections on these quantities. An analysis based on the current tensions in some cosmological data can be carried out in some future communication within the context of the model presented here. Table I for the baseline parameters. since for k < k nr 9 the matter power spectrum of a ΛCDM model with massive neutrinos is the same as that of a massless model (relativistic relics). Basically, the effects on the scales k < k nr may be due to w cdm and n s . But, here, the corrections via the scale-independent EMSG do not change these parameters significantly, so significant changes on the linear scale are not expected. On the other hand, at smaller scales and when k ≥ k nr , we observe significant deviations even for very small α corrections. It is important to note that we have considered one massive neutrino with a fixed mass scale at 0.06 eV in the present analysis. It is well known that neutrino masses produce a smooth suppression of the matter power spectrum on small scales. Thus, the suppression that we no- Table I for the baseline parameters.
B. Results and discussions
tice here is due to the combined effect of the massive neutrino at 0.06 eV plus negative α value corrections on δ cdm . For k > k nr , relativistic species fluctuations remain smaller than CDM and baryon perturbations because of their low growth rates and are too small to backreact on P (k). For positive α value corrections, which originally can induce an excess of density of CDM particles, we can have an increment on the amplitude of the matter spectrum on a small scale. These interesting features of our model could be useful while dealing with the small-scale issues of the standard ΛCDM model. However, it may be noted that the small-scale predictions on the matter power spectrum need further attention since the predictions here are based on linear perturbations of the background. Nonetheless, the α corrections in our model can indeed change the behavior of the matter power spectrum significantly at the smaller scales.
VI. FINAL REMARKS
We have introduced a scale-independent energymomentum squared gravity model, which allows different gravitational couplings for different types of sources and new redshift dependencies of the energy densities of them without the need of invoking nonminimal interactions of them with some other sources. We have then introduced an extension of the ΛCDM model, where photons and baryons couple to the spacetime as in GR, while the dark sector components, namely, CDM and relativistic relics, couple to the spacetime in accordance with the scale-independent EMSG, and Λ is a bare cosmological constant (conventional vacuum energy is assumed to be null). This scenario induces pseudo nonminimal interactions on CDM and relativistic relics leading to modification on their dynamics at both the background and perturbative levels. We have found that the observational constraints on the model parameters from the CMB and BAO data which suggest that the induced corrections due to the scale-independent EMSG are not statistically significant; viz., the dimensionless constant α of the model is constrained to the order 10 −7 , and thereby, the deviations from the ΛCDM model are minimal. For instance, the deviations on CMB TT are around 0.001 %. On the other hand, even in this case, the model leads to a considerable deviation in the matter power spectrum from the standard ΛCDM at smaller scales, where the nonlinear effects are predominant, as may be seen in Fig. 4(a) . This interesting feature of our model could have some implications on the small scale issues of the standard ΛCDM model and deserves further attention. We also have briefly discussed further possible applications/implications of the model for such small values as well as somewhat larger values of α in Sec. V B.
We would finally like to present a couple of examples, giving insight that our model would have many useful and interesting applications/implications depending on its dimensionless constant α beyond what we have found from somewhat conservative analysis of the model in the present work. To do so, rewriting the continuity equation (13) in the formρ i + 3H (1 + w eff,i ) ρ i = 0 for a source described by an EoS parameter equal to w i , we define a corresponding effective EoS parameter as
which implies that the source i with w i contributes to Einstein's field equations of GR like a source with an EoS parameter equal to w eff,i . According to this, for instance, we have
for the relativistic species with EoS parameter w ν = 1 3 . The corresponding effective energy density and pressure, as can be seen from (14) and (15) , such that in this case we have ρ eff,ν > 0 and w eff,ν = constant ∼ −1, and may account for the late time acceleration of the Universe like a wCDM type model. Moreover, provided that the cosmological model contains a cosmological constant as well, these relativistic species together with a cosmological constant would effectively contribute to Einstein's field equations of GR like a dynamical DE, the EoS parameter of which could be written as
where ρ ν = ρ ν,0 (1 + z)
It could then range between the constant given in (33) depending on α (when the relativistic species are dominant) and minus unity (when the cosmological constant is dominant). We note that this EoS parameter is reminiscent of a canonical scalar field as w eff,ν,Λ ∼ ρν −Λ ρν +Λ for α ν 0 and, in general, of the one that has been obtained by introducing a noncanonical scalar field [83] , which has, for instance, been considered for unifying dark matter and DE (see Ref. [84] and references therein). Such interesting features of the scale-independent EMSG model lead us to stress that this model is quite rich and promising to further investigate its possible applications/implications in cosmology.
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